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DATA MINING AND WAREHOUSING IT- 8004(1)  

(LECTURERS NOTES) 

Unit III:Data Mining: Data preprocessing ,Data Integration and Transformation, Data Reduction, 

Discretization and Concept Hierarchy Generation , Basics of data mining, Data mining techniques, 

KDP (Knowledge Discovery Process), Application and Challenges of Data Mining, Introduction of 

Web Structure Mining, Web Usage Mining, Spatial Mining, Text Mining, Security Issue, Privacy 

Issue, Ethical Issue. 

UNIT:-3 Data Mining 

INRODUCTION 

Data Mining is defined as the procedure of extracting information from huge sets of data. In other 

words, we can say that data mining is mining knowledge from data. The tutorial starts off with a 

basic overview and the terminologies involved in data mining and then gradually moves on to 

cover topics such as knowledge discovery, query language, classification and prediction, decision 

tree induction, cluster analysis, and how to mine the Web. 

Data Mining is defined as extracting information from huge sets of data. In other words, we can 

say that data mining is the procedure of mining knowledge from data. The information or 

knowledge extracted so can be used for any of the following applications − 

 Market Analysis 

 Fraud Detection 

 Customer Retention 

 Production Control 

 Science Exploration 

 

Data preprocessing 

Data preprocessing is a data mining technique that involves transforming raw data into an 
understandable format. Real-world data is often incomplete, inconsistent, and/or lacking in 
certain behaviors or trends, and is likely to contain many errors. Data preprocessing is a proven 
method of resolving such issues. Data preprocessing prepares ra Data preprocessing is a data 
mining technique that involves transforming raw data into an understandable format. Real-world 
data is often incomplete, inconsistent, and/or lacking in certain behaviors or trends, and is likely 
to contain many errors. Data preprocessing is a proven method of resolving such issues. Data 
preprocessing prepares raw data for further processing. 
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Data preprocessing is used database-driven applications such as customer relationship 
management and rule-based applications (like neural networks). 

Data goes through a series of steps during preprocessing: 

 Data Cleaning: Data is cleansed through processes such as filling in missing values, 
smoothing the noisy data, or resolving the inconsistencies in the data. 

 Data Integration: Data with different representations are put together and conflicts 
within the data are resolved. 

 Data Transformation: Data is normalized, aggregated and generalized. 
 Data Reduction: This step aims to present a reduced representation of the data in a data 

warehouse. 
 Data Discretization: Involves the reduction of a number of values of a continuous attribute 

by dividing the range of attribute intervals. 

Data Integration and Transformation 

. DATA INTEGRATION: 

 

Data integration is one of the steps of data pre-processing that involves combining data residing 
in different sources and providing users with a unified view of these data. 

• It merges the data from multiple data stores (data sources) 

• It includes multiple databases, data cubes or flat files. 

• Metadata, Correlation analysis, data conflict detection, and resolution of semantic 
heterogeneity contribute towards smooth data integration. 
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• There are mainly 2 major approaches for data integration - commonly known as "tight coupling 
approach" and "loose coupling approach". 

Tight Coupling 

o Here data is pulled over from different sources into a single physical location through the 
process of ETL - Extraction, Transformation and Loading. 

o The single physical location provides an uniform interface for querying the data. 

ETL layer helps to map the data from the sources so as to provide a uniform data 

o warehouse. This approach is called tight coupling since in this approach the data is tightly 
coupled with the physical repository at the time of query. 

ADVANTAGES: 

1. Independence (Lesser dependency to source systems since data is physically copied over) 

2. Faster query processing 

3. Complex query processing 

4. Advanced data summarization and storage possible 

5. High Volume data processing 

DISADVANTAGES:  

       1. Latency (since data needs to be loaded using ETL) 

2.Costlier (data localization, infrastructure, security) 

Loose Coupling 

o Here a virtual mediated schema provides an interface that takes the query from the user, 
transforms it in a way the source database can understand and then sends the query directly to 
the source databases to obtain the result. 

o In this approach, the data only remains in the actual source databases. 

o However, mediated schema contains several "adapters" or "wrappers" that can connect back 
to the source systems in order to bring the data to the front end. 

ADVANTAGES: 

Data Freshness (low latency - almost real time) 

Higher Agility (when a new source system comes or existing source system changes - only the 
corresponding adapter is created or changed - largely not affecting the other parts of the system) 

Less costlier (Lot of infrastructure cost can be saved since data localization not required) 
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DISADVANTAGES: 

1. Semantic conflicts 

2. Slower query response 

3. High order dependency to the data sources 

For example, let's imagine that an electronics company is preparing to roll out a new mobile 
device. The marketing department might want to retrieve customer information from a sales 
department database and compare it to information from the product department to create a 
targeted sales list. A good data integration system would let the marketing department view 
information from both sources in a unified way, leaving out any information that didn't apply to 
the search. 

II. DATA TRANSFORMATION: 

In data mining pre-processes and especially in metadata and data warehouse, we use data 
transformation in order to convert data from a source data format into destination data. 

 

We can divide data transformation into 2 steps: 

• Data Mapping: 

It maps the data elements from the source to the destination and captures any transformation 
that must occur. 

• Code Generation: 

It creates the actual transformation program. 

Data transformation: 

• Here the data are transformed or consolidated into forms appropriate for mining. 

• Data transformation can involve the following: 

 Smoothing: 

• It works to remove noise from the data. 

• It is a form of data cleaning where users specify transformations to correct data inconsistencies. 

• Such techniques include binning, regression, and clustering. 

 Aggregation: 

• Here summary or aggregation operations are applied to the data. 
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• This step is typically used in constructing a data cube for analysis of the data at multiple 
granularities. 

• Aggregation is a form of data reduction. 

 Generalization : 

• Here low-level or “primitive” (raw) data are replaced by higher-level concepts through the use 
of concept hierarchies. 

• For example, attributes, like age, may be mapped to higher-level concepts, like youth, middle-
aged, and senior. 

• Generalization is a form of data reduction. 

 Normalization: 

• Here the attribute data are scaled so as to fall within a small specified range, such as 1:0 to 1:0, 
or 0:0 to 1:0. 

• Normalization is particularly useful for classification algorithms involving neural networks, or 
distance measurements such as nearest-neighbor classification and clustering 

• For distance-based methods, normalization helps prevent attributes with initially large ranges 
(e.g., income). 

• There are three methods for data normalization: 

1. min-max normalization : 

o performs a linear transformation on the original data 

o Suppose that min A and max A are the minimum and maximum values of an attribute, A. 

o Min-max normalization maps a value, v, of A to v0 in the range [new min A ;new max A] by 

computing  

o Min-max normalization preserves the relationships among the original data values. 

1. z-score normalization 

o Here the values for an attribute, A, are normalized based on the mean and standard deviation 
of A. 

o Value, v of A is normalized to v0 by computing , where A and σA are the mean and 
standard deviation, respectively. 

o This method of normalization is useful when the actual minimum and maximum of attribute 
Aare unknown, or when there are outliers that dominate the min-max normalization. 
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1. normalization by decimal scaling: 

o Here the normalization is done by moving the decimal point of values of attribute A. 

o The number of decimal points moved depends on the maximum absolute value of A. 

o Value, v of A is normalized to v0 by computing  where j is the smallest 

integer such that Max  

• Attribute construction: 

o Here new attributes are constructed and added from the given set of attributes to help the 
mining process. 

o Attribute construction helps to improve the accuracy and understanding of structure in high-
dimensional data. 

o By combining attributes, attribute construction can discover missing information about the 
relationships between data attributes that can be useful for knowledge discovery. 

Data Reduction 

A database or date warehouse may store terabytes of data .So it may take very long to perform 

data analysis and mining on such huge amounts of data. 

Data reduction is the process of reducing the amount of capacity required to store data. Data 

reduction can increase storage efficiency and reduce costs. Storage vendors will often describe 

storage capacity in terms of raw capacity and effective capacity, which refers to data after the 

reduction. 

Data reduction can be achieved several ways. The main types are data 

deduplication, compression and single-instance storage. Data deduplication, also known as data 

dedupe, eliminates redundant segments of data on storage systems. It only stores redundant 

segments once and uses that one copy whenever a request is made to access that piece of data. 

Data dedupe is more granular than single-instance storage. Single-instance storage finds files 

such as email attachments sent to multiple people and only stores one copy of that file. As with 

dedupe, single-instance storage replaces duplicates with pointers to the one saved copy. 

Some storage arrays track which blocks are the most heavily shared. Those blocks that are shared 

by the largest number of files may be moved to a memory- or flash storage-based cache so they 

can be read as efficiently as possible. 

Data compression also works on a file level. It is accomplished natively in storage systems using 

algorithms or formulas designed to identify and remove redundant bits of data. Data 

compression specifically refers to a data reduction method by which files are shrunk at the bit 

level. Compression works by using formulas or algorithms to reduce the number of bits needed 
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to represent the data. This is usually done by representing a repeating string of bits with a smaller 

string of bits and using a dictionary to convert between them. 

Data reduction techniques can be applied to obtain a reduced representation of the data set that 

is much smaller in volume but still contain critical information. 

Data Reduction Strategies:- 

1 Data Cube Aggregation 

Aggregation operations are applied to the data in the construction of a data cube. 

2 Dimensionality Reduction 

In dimensionality reduction redundant attributes are detected and removed which reduce the 

data set size. 

3 Data Compression 

Encoding mechanisms are used to reduce the data set size. 

4 Numerosity Reduction 

In numerosity reduction where the data are replaced or estimated by alternative. 

5 Discretisation and concept hierarchy generation 

Where raw data values for attributes are replaced by ranges or higher conceptual levels. 

Data discretization and Concept Hierarchy Generation 

Data discretization 

Data discretization techniques can be used to reduce the number of values for a given continuous 
attribute by dividing the range of the attribute into intervals. Interval labels can then be used to 
replace actual data values. Replacing numerous values of a continuous attribute by a small 
number of interval labels thereby reduces and simplifies the original data. This leads to a concise, 
easy-to-use, knowledge-level representation of mining results. 
 
A concept hierarchy for a given numerical attribute defines a discretization of the attribute. 
 

· Concept hierarchies can be used to reduce the data by collecting and replacing low-level 
concepts (such as numerical values for the attribute age) with higher-level concepts (such 
as youth, middle-aged, or senior). 

· Although detail is lost by such data generalization, the generalized data may be more 
meaningful and easier to interpret. This contributes to a consistent representation of data 
mining results among multiple mining tasks, which is a common requirement. 
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· In addition, mining on a reduced data set requires fewer input/output operations and is more 
efficient than mining on a larger, un-generalized data set. 

· Because of these benefits, discretization techniques and concept hierarchies are typically 
applied before data mining as a pre-processing step, rather than during mining. 

 
 
Data Cube Generation 
A data cube allows data to be modeled and viewed in multiple dimensions. It is defined by 
dimensions and facts. 
 
In general terms, dimensions are the perspectives or entities with respect to which an 
organization wants to keep records. For example, a store may create a sales data warehouse in 
order to keep records of the store’s sales with respect to the dimensions time, item, branch, 
and location. These dimensions allow the store to keep track of things like monthly sales of items 
and the branches and locations 

 
Each dimension may have a table associated with it, called a dimension table, which further 
describes the dimension. 
A multidimensional data model is typically organized around a central theme, like sales, for 
instance. This theme is represented by a fact table. Facts are numerical measures. Think of them 
as the quantities by which we want to analyze relationships between dimensions. 
The fact table contains the names of the facts, or measures, as well as keys to each of the related 
dimension tables. 
Although we usually think of cubes as 3-D geometric structures, in data warehousing the data 
cube is n-dimensional. 
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Data mining techniques 

Extracting important knowledge from a very large amount of data can be crucial to organizations 

for the process of decision-making. 

Some data mining techniques are :- 

1 Association 

2 Classification 

3 Clustering 

4 Sequential patterns 

5 Decision tree. 

1 Association Technique 
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Association Technique helps to find out the pattern from huge data, based on a relationship 

between two or more items of the same transaction. The association technique is used to analyze 

market means it help us to analyze people's buying habits. 

For example, you might identify that a customer always buys ice cream whenever he comes to 

watch move so it might be possible that when customer again comes to watch move he might 

also want to buy ice cream again. 

2 Classification Technique 

Classification technique is most common data mining technique. In classification method we use 

mathematical techniques such as decision trees, neural network and statistics in order to predict 

unknown records. This technique helps in deriving important information about data. 

Let assume you have set of records, each record contains a set of attributes and depending upon 

this attributes you will be able to predict unseen or unknown records. For example, you have 

given all records of employees who left the company, with classification technique you can 

predict who will probably leave the company in a future period. 

3 Clustering Technique 

Clustering is one of the oldest techniques used in the process of data mining. The main aim of 

clustering technique is to makes cluster(groups) from pieces of data which share common 

characteristics. Clustering Technique help to identify the differences and similarities between the 

data. 

Take an example of a shop in which many items are for sales, now the challenge is how to keep 

those items in such way that customer can easily find his required item.By using the clustering 

technique, you can keep some items in one corner that have some similarities and other items in 

another corner that have some different similarities. 

4 Sequential patterns 

Sequential patterns are a useful method for identifying trends and similar patterns. 

For example, in customer data you identify that a customer buys particular product on particular 

time of year, you can use this information to suggest customer these particular product on that 

time of year. 

5 Decision tree 

Decision tree is one of the most common used data mining techniques because its model is easy 

to understand for users. In decision tree you start with a simple question which has two or more 

answers .Each answer leads to a further two or more question which help us to make a final 

decision. The root node of decision tree is a simple question. 
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Take a example of flood warning system. 

 

                                                               Decision tree 

KDP (Knowledge Discovery Process) 

Data mining is the core part of the knowledge discovery process. 

KDP is a process of finding knowledge in data, it does this by using data mining methods 

(algorithms) in order to extract demanding knowledge from large amount of data. 
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Knowledge Discovery Process (KDP) 

Knowledge Discovery Process may consist of the following steps :- 

1 Data cleaning - 

First step in the Knowledge Discovery Process is Data cleaning in which noise and inconsistent 

data is removed. 

2 Data Integration - 
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Second step is Data Integration in which multiple data sources are combined. 

3 Data Selection - 

Next step is Data Selection in which data relevant to the analysis task are retrieved from the 

database. 

4 Data Transformation - 

In Data Transformation, data are transformed into forms appropriate for mining by performing 

summary or aggregation operations. 

5 Data Mining - 

In Data Mining, data mining methods (algorithms) are applied in order to extract data patterns. 

6 Pattern Evaluation - 

In Pattern Evaluation, data patterns are identified based on some interesting measures. 

7 Knowledge Presentation - 

In Knowledge Presentation, knowledge is represented to user using many knowledge 

representation techniques. 

Knowledge Discovery Process (KDP) 

 

Data mining is the core part of the knowledge discovery process. 

KDP is a process of finding knowledge in data, it does this by using data mining methods 

(algorithms) in order to extract demanding knowledge from large amount of data. 
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Knowledge Discovery Process (KDP) 

Knowledge Discovery Process may consist of the following steps :- 

1 Data cleaning - 

First step in the Knowledge Discovery Process is Data cleaning in which noise and inconsistent 

data is removed. 

2 Data Integration - 
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Second step is Data Integration in which multiple data sources are combined. 

3 Data Selection - 

Next step is Data Selection in which data relevant to the analysis task are retrieved from the 

database. 

4 Data Transformation - 

In Data Transformation, data are transformed into forms appropriate for mining by performing 

summary or aggregation operations. 

5 Data Mining - 

In Data Mining, data mining methods (algorithms) are applied in order to extract data patterns. 

6 Pattern Evaluation - 

In Pattern Evaluation, data patterns are identified based on some interesting measures. 

7 Knowledge Presentation - 

In Knowledge Presentation, knowledge is represented to user using many knowledge 

representation techniques. 

Application and Challenges of Data Mining 

Data Mining Applications 

Data mining refers to extraction of information from large amount of data. Extracting important 

knowledge from a very large amount of data can be crucial to organizations for the process of decision-

making. 

Data Mining Applications are: 

1 Data mining applications in Marketing: 

Data mining process extract information from various data source which is very useful in the process of 

planning, organizing , managing and launching new product in a cost effective way. Data mining technique 

help us to understand the purchase behaviour of a buyer like how frequently customer purchase a item, 

total value of all purchases and when was the last purchase .With data mining you can understand the 

needs of buyer’s and make product and services according to buyer’s requirement. 

Data base marketing is one of the most popular application of data mining. 

2 Data mining applications in HealthCare: 

Data mining can be very useful to improve healthcare system .With data mining you can predict number 

of patients which help you to make sure that every patient receive proper care at right time and at right 

place. 
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Data mining can help all parties involved in the healthcare industry .For example, data mining can help 

healthcare insurers detect fraud and abuse, healthcare organizations can improve there decision making 

by using knowledge provided by data mining, patients can receive better and more affordable healthcare 

services. 

3 Data mining applications in Education: 

Educational data mining (EDM) is a new emerging field which is used to address students challenges and 

help us to understand how students learn by creating student models .The main goal of educational data 

mining is to predict students future learning behaviour so that necessary steps can taken before a student 

falls or drops out .Data mining is also used to predict the results of the student. 

4 Data mining applications in Retail Industry: 

Retail industry collects large amount of data on sales and customer shopping history .Retail data mining 

helps in analyzing client behavior, customer buying patterns and trends and lead to better customer 

service, good customer satisfaction and minimize the cost of business. 

5 Data mining applications in Banking: 

The banking industry has hugely benefited from the advancements in digital technology. Data mining is 

becoming strategically important area for many business organizations including banking sector. 

Data mining is used in financial and banking sector for credit analysis, fraudulent transactions, cash 

management and to predicting payment. 

Challenges in Data Mining 

Noisy and Incomplete Data 

Data mining is the process of extracting information from large volumes of data. The real-world 

data is heterogeneous, incomplete and noisy. Data in large quantities normally will be inaccurate 

or unreliable. These problems could be due to errors of the instruments that measure the data 

or because of human errors. Suppose a retail chain collects the email id of customers who spend 

more than $200 and the billing staff enters the details into their system. The person might make 

spelling mistakes while entering the email id which results in incorrect data. Even some 

customers might not be ready to disclose their email id which results in incomplete data. The 

data even could get altered due to system or human errors. All these result in noisy and 

incomplete data which makes the data mining really challenging. 

Distributed Data 

Real world data is usually stored on different platforms in distributed computing environments. 

It could be in databases, individual systems, or even on the Internet. It is practically very difficult 

to bring all the data to a centralized data repository mainly due to organizational and technical 

reasons. For example, different regional offices might be having their own servers to store their 

data whereas it will not be feasible to store all the data (millions of terabytes) from all the offices 
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in a central server. So, data mining demands the development of tools and algorithms that enable 

mining of distributed data. 

Complex Data 

Real world data is really heterogeneous and it could be multimedia data including images, audio 

and video, complex data, temporal data, spatial data, time series, natural language text and so 

on. It is really difficult to handle these different kinds of data and extract required information. 

Most of the times, new tools and methodologies would have to be developed to extract relevant 

information. 

Performance 

The performance of the data mining system mainly depends on the efficiency of algorithms and 

techniques used. If the algorithms and techniques designed are not up to the mark, then it will 

affect the performance of the data mining process adversely. 

Incorporation of Background Knowledge 

If background knowledge can be incorporated, more reliable and accurate data mining solutions 

can be found. Descriptive tasks can come up with more useful findings and predictive tasks can 

make more accurate predictions. But collecting and incorporating background knowledge is a 

complex process. 

Data Visualization 

Data visualization is a very importance process in data mining because it is the main process that 

displays the output in a presentable manner to the user. The information extracted should 

convey the exact meaning of what it actually intends to convey. But many times, it is really 

difficult to represent the information in an accurate and easy-to-understand way to the end user. 

The input data and output information being really complex, very effective and successful data 

visualization techniques need to be applied to make it successful. 

Data Privacy and Security 

Data mining normally leads to serious issues in terms of data security, privacy and governance. 

For example, when a retailer analyzes the purchase details, it reveals information about buying 

habits and preferences of customers without their permission. 

Introduction of Web Structure Mining 

The goal of Web structure mining is to generate structural summary about the Web site and 
Web page. Technically, Web content mining mainly focuses on the structure of inner-
document, while Web structure mining tries to discover the link structure of the hyperlinks at 
the inter-document level. Based on the topology of the hyperlinks, Web structure mining 
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will categorize the Web pages and generate the information, such as the similarity and 
relationship between different Web sites. 

Web structure mining can also have another direction -- discovering the structure of Web 
document itself. This type of structure mining can be used to reveal the structure (schema) of 
Web pages, this would be good for navigation purpose and make it possible to 
compare/integrate Web page schemes. This type of structure mining will facilitate introducing 
database techniques for accessing information in Web pages by providing a reference schema. 

In general, if a Web page is linked to another Web page directly, or the Web pages are 
neighbors, we would like to discover the relationships among those Web pages. The relations 
maybe fall in one of the types, such as they related by synonyms or ontology, they may have 
similar contents, both of them may sit in the same Web server therefore created by the same 
person. Another task of Web structure mining is to discover the nature of the hierarchy or 
network of hyperlink in the Web sites of a particular domain. This may help to generalize the 
flow of information in Web sites that may represent some particular domain, therefore the 
query processing will be easier and more efficient. 

Web structure mining has a nature relation with the Web content mining, since it is very likely 
that the Web documents contain links, and they both use the real or primary data on the Web. 
It's quite often to combine these two mining tasks in an application. 

Web Usage Mining 

1. 
The process of extracting useful usage patterns from the Web data. Learn more in: The State of 
the Art in Web Mining 
2. 
As a sub-field of data mining, Web usage mining focuses specifically on finding patterns relating 
to users of a Web based system: who they are, what they tend to do, etc. In contrast, other types 
of Web data mining (e.g., Web text mining) might focus on finding patterns in the content 
itself. Web usage mining relies on data captured behind the scene in server logs and 
databases. Learn more in: Mining User Activity Data In Higher Education Open Systems: Trends, 
Challenges, and Possibilities 
3. 
Based on the interaction of Internet-users with Web sites, Web usage mining copes with the 
identification of commercially valuable information in order to create personalized Web-pages 
or provide enhanced search engines. Learn more in: Web Mining: A Conceptual Overview on 
Intelligent Information Retrieval Systems 
4. 
Extracting useful information from the Web usage statistics. Learn more in: Hyperlink Structure 
Inspired by Web Usage 
5. 
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It is defined as the application of data mining techniques to extract the patterns of information 
from web log data. Learn more in: Web Usage Mining: Concept and Applications at a Glance 
6. 
Set of techniques to generate patterns and discover knowledge from the web usage data. Learn 
more in: Identifying Users Stereotypes for Dynamic Web Pages Customization 
7. 
Harvesting and processing data for the purpose of uncovering usage and navigation patterns 
of Web users. This is usually recognized as a sub-category of Web Mining . The additional 
elements of this broader term are Web Content Mining and Web Structure Mining . These focus, 
respectively, on the information content of Web documents, and on the hyperlink structure 
among Web documents .Learn more in: Web Usage Mining 
8. 
An application of data mining methodologies to Web access logs in order to discover trends and 
regularities in navigation patterns of Web users. Learn more in: Semantic Web Adaptation 
9. 
With the growing popularity of the World Wide Web, large volumes of data such as the user’s 
address or requested URLs are automatically gathered by Web servers and stored in access log 
files (access log, error log …). Analysis of such files in order to understand user behavior is 
called Web usage mining and can provide useful information to improve a network’s 
performance, to rebuild a Web site dynamically, or even to target customers in an e-business 
environment. Learn more in: Peer-to-Peer Usage Analysis 
10. 
The branch of Web mining that refers to the study of way of use for a Website. Learn more in: 
Statistical Methods for User Profiling in Web Usage Mining 

Spatial Mining 

Spatial data mining is the process of discovering interesting and previously unknown, but 
potentially useful patterns from spatial databases. The complexity ofspatial data and 
intrinsic spatial relationships limits the usefulness of conventional data mining techniques for 
extracting spatial patterns. 

Spatial Data Mining is the process of discovering interesting and previously unknown, but 
potentially useful patterns from large spatial datasets. Extracting interesting and useful 
patterns from spatial datasets is more difficult than extracting the corresponding patterns from 
traditional numeric and categorical data due to the complexity of spatial data types, spatial 
relationships, and spatial autocorrelation. This chapter provides an overview on the unique 
features that distinguish spatial data mining from classical Data Mining, and presents major 
accomplishments of spatial Data Mining research. 
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Techniques 

 

 

Database Primitives for Spatial Data Mining 

We have developed a set of database primitives 

for mining in spatial databases which are 

sufficient to express most of the algorithms for 

spatial data mining and which can be efficiently 

supported by a DBMS. We believe that the use of 

these database primitives will enable the 

integration of spatial data mining with existing 

DBMS’s and will speed-up the development of 

new spatial data mining algorithms.  The 

database primitives are based on the concepts of 

neighborhood graphs and neighborhood paths. 

 

Efficient DBMS Support 

Effective filters allow to restrict the search to 

such neighborhood paths “leading away” from a 

starting object. Neighborhood indices materialize 

certain neighborhood graphs to support efficient 

processing of the database primitives by a DBMS. 

The database primitives have been implemented 

on top of the  DBMS Illustra and are being ported 

to Informix Universal Server. 

 

Algorithms for Spatial Data Mining 

New algorithms for spatial characterization and 

spatial trend analysis were developed. For spatial 

characterization it is important that class 

membership of a database object is not only 

determined by its non-spatial attributes but also 

by the attributes of objects in its neighborhood. 

In spatial trend analysis, patterns of change of 

some non-spatial attributes in the neighborhood 

of a database object are determined. 
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Applications 

  

 

Spatial Trend Detection in GIS 

Spatial trends describe a regular change of non-spatial 

attributes when moving away from certain start 

objects. Global and local trends can be distinguished. 

To detect and explain such spatial trends, e.g. with 

respect to the economic power, is an important issue 

in economic geography.  

 

Spatial Characterization of Interesting Regions 

Another important task of economic geography is to 

characterize certain target regions such as areas with 

a high percentage of retirees. Spatial characterization 

does not only consider the attributes of the target 

regions but also neighboring regions and their 

properties. 

Text Mining 

Text databases consist of huge collection of documents. They collect these information from 

several sources such as news articles, books, digital libraries, e-mail messages, web pages, etc. 

Due to increase in the amount of information, the text databases are growing rapidly. In many 

of the text databases, the data is semi-structured. 

For example, a document may contain a few structured fields, such as title, author, 

publishing_date, etc. But along with the structure data, the document also contains 

unstructured text components, such as abstract and contents. Without knowing what could be 

in the documents, it is difficult to formulate effective queries for analyzing and extracting 

useful information from the data. Users require tools to compare the documents and rank 

their importance and relevance. Therefore, text mining has become popular and an essential 

theme in data mining. 

Information Retrieval 

Information retrieval deals with the retrieval of information from a large number of text-based 

documents. Some of the database systems are not usually present in information retrieval 
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systems because both handle different kinds of data. Examples of information retrieval system 

include − 

 Online Library catalogue system 

 Online Document Management Systems 

 Web Search Systems etc. 

Note − The main problem in an information retrieval system is to locate relevant documents in 

a document collection based on a user's query. This kind of user's query consists of some 

keywords describing an information need. 

In such search problems, the user takes an initiative to pull relevant information out from a 

collection. This is appropriate when the user has ad-hoc information need, i.e., a short-term 

need. But if the user has a long-term information need, then the retrieval system can also take 

an initiative to push any newly arrived information item to the user. 

This kind of access to information is called Information Filtering. And the corresponding 

systems are known as Filtering Systems or Recommender Systems. 

Basic Measures for Text Retrieval 

We need to check the accuracy of a system when it retrieves a number of documents on the 

basis of user's input. Let the set of documents relevant to a query be denoted as {Relevant} 

and the set of retrieved document as {Retrieved}. The set of documents that are relevant and 

retrieved can be denoted as {Relevant} ∩ {Retrieved}. This can be shown in the form of a Venn 

diagram as follows − 
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There are three fundamental measures for assessing the quality of text retrieval − 

 Precision 

 Recall 

 F-score 

Precision 

Precision is the percentage of retrieved documents that are in fact relevant to the query. 

Precision can be defined as − 

Precision= |{Relevant} ∩ {Retrieved}| /  |{Retrieved}| 

Recall 

Recall is the percentage of documents that are relevant to the query and were in fact 

retrieved. Recall is defined as − 

Recall = |{Relevant} ∩ {Retrieved}| /  |{Relevant}| 

F-score 

F-score is the commonly used trade-off. The information retrieval system often needs to trade-

off for precision or vice versa. F-score is defined as harmonic mean of recall or precision as 

follows − 

F-score = recall x precision / (recall + precision) / 2 
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